Let Z + be the semigroup consisting of all nonnegative integers. By a famous theorem of Bochner, Z + x Z + is a Riesz set in Z © Z. In this paper, we prove that the product set of a Riesz set and a small p set is a small p set.
1. Introduction. Let T be the circle group and Z + the semigroup consisting of nonnegative integers. Then, by the famous F. and M. Riesz theorem, each measure on T whose Fourier-Stieltjes transform vanishes off Z+ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on T. Moreover, by a well-known theorem of Bochner, each measure on T2 whose Fourier-Stieltjes transform vanishes off Z + X Z + is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on T2.
In this paper, we prove that the product set of a Riesz set and a small p set is a small/» set. We use Glicksberg's ideas [1] and the theory of disintegration.
For a LCA group G, CC(G), C0(G), LX(G) and M(G) denote the usual spaces. For a subset F of G, ME(G) denotes the space consisting of all measures in M(G) whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms vanish off E. We denote the Haar measure on G bymG.
Definition. Let G be a LCA group. For a positive integer/», a closed subset E of G is called a small/» set if the following is satisfied:
For each ¡i G ME(G), ¡ip (= ¡i * ¡i * • • • * u (p times)) belongs to LX(G). In particular, a small 1 set is called a Riesz set.
Lemma 1 [4] . Let p be a positive integer. Then we have ¡P t\h ■•■tp= S 4*i('i. h.tpf f°r each ('i> h,..., tp)GCp, i -i where A¡ G C (complex numbers) and 4>, are linear forms of tx, t2, . . . , t .
2. Main theorem. Theorem 1. Let G, and G2 be metrizable o-compact LCA groups. Let Ex be a small p set in Gx and E2 a Riesz set in G2. Then Ex X E2 is a small p set in G\®G2.
Proof. Let ¡i be a measure in ME¡xE(Gx © G^. Let it be the projection from G, © G2 onto G2. Put i/ = ir(\ n\) (continuous image under it). Then, by disintegration theory, there exists a family {\}heG in M(GX © G^ with the following properties:
(1) hr-*Xh(f) is a Borel measurable function of h for each bounded Borel measurable function/on G, © G2,
n(g) = fG Xh(g) dr\(h) for each bounded Borel measurable function g on G] © G2.
By (2), we have d\(x, y) = dvh(x) X d8h(y), where vh G M(GX) and 8h is the Dirac measure at h. By the method used in [1, pp. 425-426] , we have vh G ME (Gx) a.a. h(r¡).
That is, there exists a Borel measurable set K in G2 with t/ ( Hence we have (ip G ¿'(G, © G^. Thus F, X E2 is a small /» set in g7©G"2.
Q.E.D.
Dr. S. Saeki kindly pointed out the following Lemma 2 to the author.
Lemma 2. Suppose the product set F, X E2of a smallp set Ex in G, and a Riesz set E2 in G2 is a small p set in G, © G2 for all metrizable LCA groups G, and G2. Then the product set E3 X E4of a small p set E3 in G3 and a Riesz set E4 in G4 is a small p set in G3 © G4 for all LCA groups G3 and G4.
Proof. Suppose there exists a measure u in ME}XEf(G3 © G4) such that ¡ip does not belong to LX(G3 © G4). Then, by Corollary 3 of [2] , there exists a measure o in M0(G3 © G4) such that ( n * of = ¡ip * op <t L\G3 © G4).
by disintegration theory, there exists a family {Xh}heG in M(GX © G^ such that (1) h v-* A¿(/) is a Borel measurable function of h for each bounded Borel measurable function/on G, © G2, (2)supp(A;)cG1x{A}, (3) HAÍII < 1 and (4) ¡i(g) = fG Xh(g) dq'(h) for each bounded Borel measurable function g on G, © G2.
Since G, © G2 is a-compact and metrizable, there exists a countable dense set # = Um) m coiG\ ® G2>-For each g G co(Gi ® Gz>> we define a function g in C0(G3 © G4) by g(x) = g(x) for ïG6,®G2 and g(x) = 0 for x g G, © G2. We define measures ij G M(G4) and AA G Af(G3 © GJ (A G G4) as follows ij(F) = tj'(G2 n F) for a Borel measurable set F in G4,
for a Borel measurable set F' in G3 © G4. Then we have the following (6) A h» Xf,(f) is a Borel measurable function of h for each bounded Borel measurable function/on G3 © G4, for/ G C0(G3 © G4). Then we have £ = ¡ip. Let F0 be a Borel measurable set in G3 © G4 with mG,e>Gt(E¿) = 0. Put F = F0 n G, © G2. Since supp(up) c G, © G2, we have HP(E0) = /^(F). Moreover, mGi&Gi(E) = 0. Thus we can prove that \ip(E^ = 0 by using the techniques employed in Theorem 1. That is ¡tp G LX(G3 © G4). This completes the proof.
From Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we obtain the following main theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G, and G2 be LCA groups. Let Ex be a small p set in G, and E2 a Riesz set in G2. Then F, X E2 is a smallp set in (j¡® G2.
